Abstract. Isolated adult male CFLP mice were exposed in their home cage to the odours of unfamiliar males and females. Their immunocompetence and resistance to subsequent experimental infection with Babesia microti were lower than those of control animals. Males that had held high social rank in previously established groups had a more severer infection than those that had been low rankers. The reduction in resistance among high rankers was most pronounced when female odours were combined with the odours of another male. Analysis of changing serum hormone concentrations over the period of exposure to odours suggested that hormone-related resistance reflected the degree of modulation of immunodepressive hormones in relation to current immune status. The results are interpreted in terms of adaptive trade-offs between immune function and competing metabolic demands.
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The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour
Cause and effect relationships between behaviour, hormones and immune function have long been appreciated (see for example Grossman 1985; Alexander & Stimpson 1988 ; Blalock 1989 for reviews). For the most part, interest in such relationships has focused on a causal role of behavioural and hormonal differences in immunodepression and reduced resistance to disease. Recently, however, attention has turned to the possibility of relationships in the opposite direction and the potential for animals to modulate behavioural and physiological decisions in relation to their current immune status. Immune function thus represents a constraint on decisionmaking but one that potentially can be traded off if the reproductive benefits of a course of action outweigh impairment to the immune system (Mooradian et al. 1987; Wedekind & Folstad 1994) . While interest has focused mainly on the effect of immune status on the secretion of immunodepressive hormones such as testosterone (but see Owens & Short 1995; Møller 1995; Siva-Jothy 1995) and its effects on the development of secondary sexual characters (the 'immunocompetence handicap' hypothesis: Folstad & Karter 1992; Wedekind 1992; Wedekind & Folstad 1994) , this is only a particular case of the potential modulatory influence of immune function on decision-making.
Resistance of laboratory mice to an experimental infection with the protozoan blood parasite Babesia microti (Sporozoa, Piroplasmida, Babesiidae) varies in a rank-dependent way with changes in serum concentrations of the potentially immunodepressive hormones testosterone and corticosterone (Barnard et al. 1993 (Barnard et al. , 1994 (Barnard et al. , 1996 . Moreover, the rank-dependence appears to arise because of differences between mice of high and low social status (based on the direction of aggressive relationships within groups) in the tendency to modulate hormone levels in relation to a bystander measure of immunocompetence (a convenient general measure of the capacity to mount an immune response), serum total IgG (Barnard et al. 1996) . Testosterone-dependent resistance among high rankers but not low rankers appears to be associated with a breakdown in modulation with respect to IgG in the former (Barnard et al. 1996) . Variation in rank-dependent resistance in relation to changes in social and physical environment can also be
